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a b s t r a c t

Influence of severe plastic deformation (SPD) on plastic instability associated with the
Portevin-Le Chatelier (PLC) effect was investigated in an AlMg alloy in a high strain-rate
range corresponding to the well-known phenomenon of continuous propagation of PLC
bands. Comparison with the model coarse-grained alloy reveals numerous unusual fea-
tures of spatiotemporal behavior observed after different kinds of SPD processing that
gives rise to an extreme grain refinement and an increase in the lattice dislocation density.
Whereas SPD strongly alters the deformation curves, leading to either suppression of stress
serrations or occurrence of serration types usually associated with static deformation
bands, the band propagation persists in all material states. Surprisingly, smooth plastic
deformation of the mostly work-hardened alloy neither corresponds to a uniform plastic
flow but is related to propagation of a deformation band. The effect of the microstructure
parameters on jerky flow can be explained through their influence on the propagation
velocity and degree of localization of plastic deformation in the PLC bands. In particular,
the loss of the PLC band mobility is discussed in relation with the conditions for the onset
of necking and the formation of the localized shear band leading to fracture.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Al-Mg alloys are susceptible to plastic instability giving rise to discontinuous yielding behavior associated with the
PortevineLe Chatelier (PLC) effect (Portevin and Le Chatelier, 1923; McCormick, 1988; Shashkov et al., 2012; Aboulfadl et al.,
2015; Jiang et al., 2007; Halim et al., 2007; Ait-Amokhtar and Fressengeas, 2010). Its microscopic mechanism is generally
ascribed to dynamic strain aging (DSA), i.e., dynamical pinning of dislocations by solutes during the waiting time of thermal
activation of dislocations arrested on obstacles (McCormick, 1988). On the macroscopic scale, this phenomenon is manifested
as jerky flow related to strain localization in the form of narrow bands of intense shear, which can be immobile or propagate
along the sample (Jiang et al., 2007; Halim et al., 2007; Ait-Amokhtar and Fressengeas, 2010; Zavattieri et al., 2009; Ait-
Amokhtar et al., 2006; Nogueiro de Codes et al., 2012; Casarotto et al., 2009; Louche et al., 2008; Feng et al., 2012; Man-
ach et al., 2014; Benallal et al., 2008; Zhemchuzhnikova et al., 2015). The deformation bands leave undesirable traces on the
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surface of the sheet product during deep drawing, thus restricting the commercial application of Al-Mg alloys (Portevin and
Le Chatelier, 1923; Halim et al., 2007; Kang et al., 2006). In addition, the PLC effect is harmful for formability because the PLC
bands can lead to a premature onset of necking and fracture (Kang et al., 2006).

The relationships between jerky flow and nucleation and propagation of deformation bands were examined for several Al-
based alloys, mostly with Mg as the main solute component (Jiang et al., 2007; Halim et al., 2007; Ait-Amokhtar and Fres-
sengeas, 2010; Ait-Amokhtar et al., 2006; Nogueiro de Codes et al., 2012; Casarotto et al., 2009; Louche et al., 2008; Feng et al.,
2012; Manach et al., 2014; Benallal et al., 2008; Zhemchuzhnikova et al., 2015; Kang et al., 2006; Klusemann et al., 2015;
Shibkov et al., 2016; Mogucheva et al., 2016). Three major types of serrated tensile curves correspond to distinct band be-
haviors, as described, e.g., in (Shashkov et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 2007;Mogucheva et al., 2016). Type A serrations, recognized as
flow stress raises followed by a drop to or below the general stress level, are associated with repetitive continuous propa-
gation of deformation bands. The nucleation of a new band usually occurs at an angle of ~60� to the tensile axis. The following
stress drop correlates with the onset of propagation of the PLC band as a whole along the tensile axis. Type B serrations
typically occur about the general level of the stress-strain curve. They are attributed to a hopping, or relay-race, propagation of
PLC bands. In this case, relatively regular stress oscillations are associated with consecutive nucleation, sometimes short-
distance propagation, and disappearance of these bands. Type C behavior is characterized by large stress drops below the
general stress level. It is attributed to brief occurrence of immobile deformation bands nucleated virtually randomly along the
tensile axis. Additional types D and E are sometimes distinguished for the propagation mode in order to take into account
some specific shapes of deformation curves observed in alloys with complex composition (Mogucheva et al., 2016). The
phenomenon of deformation band propagation attracts particular attention of researchers, notably because of its similarity
with the propagation of the so-called Lüders band that results in a yield plateau and is often preceded by a stress drop (yield
tooth) (Schwab and Ruff, 2013; Antolovich and Armstrong, 2014). It was studied in detail in the case of steels (Wenman and
Chard-Tuckey, 2010; Hallai and Kyriakides, 2013; Mazi�ere et al., 2017) but is also well-known for Al-Mg alloys (Shashkov et al.,
2012; Mogucheva et al., 2016).

Numerous efforts to improve usage properties of these alloys through precipitation hardening and/or extreme grain
refinement showed that the specific microstructure can strongly influence on the jerky flow (Aboulfadl et al., 2015; Halim
et al., 2007; Mogucheva et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2014; Sarkar et al., 2013; Lebedkina et al., 2014; Wagenhofer et al., 1999;
Bazarnik et al., 2012). The latter approach to materials strengthening was suggested quite recently but quickly brought
prominent results, although the increase in the strength was often accompanied with the ductility reduction (see review
(Meyers et al., 2006) and references therein). The observed effects of microstructure on serrated flow are divers and
sometimes opposite to each other (the examples below correspond to room-temperature tests). In particular, it was estab-
lished that severe plastic deformation (SPD) resulting in an extensive grain refinement and a strong increase in the lattice
dislocation density increases the critical strain for the onset of serrated flow and diminishes the serration amplitude and
frequency, or even completely suppresses the PLC effect in dilute Al-Mg alloys or similar alloys containing coarse particles of
secondary phases (Sarkar et al., 2013; Lebedkina et al., 2014; Wagenhofer et al., 1999; Bazarnik et al., 2012). At the same time,
the work hardening and, consequently, the ductility are considerably reduced. In contrast, the grain refinement was found to
intensify the PLC instability without significant ductility reduction in Al-Mg alloys containing non-shearable nanoscale
particles (Mogucheva et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2014). As far as the PLC band characteristics are concerned, there exists little
literature. However, the available data provide clear evidence that both spatial and temporal behaviors of plastic instability
depend on themicrostructure (Jiang et al., 2007; Ait-Amokhtar et al., 2006; Chihab et al., 1987; Bernard et al., 2017). Moreover,
even investigations of PLC bands in coarse-grained binary alloys rendered contradictory results. For example, both an increase
(Ait-Amokhtar et al., 2006) and a decrease (Chihab et al., 1987) in the band width were observed when the strain rate was
increased. These examples prove the need of systematic and comprehensive investigations of the effect of initial micro-
structure on complex spatiotemporal behavior of the PLC instability.

The aim of the present work was to investigate complex spatiotemporal behavior of the PLC effect in the conditions of
high-strain rate (type A) behavior in a “model” Al-Mg alloy with the initial microstructure modified using various SPD
processes. Type A behavior does not only attract interest as a striking example of collective dynamics of dislocations. Recently,
it was found to dominate over other types in alloys containing additional microstructure elements, such as coherent pre-
cipitates or twin boundaries, which represent efficient obstacles to the dislocation motion (see, e.g. (Zhemchuzhnikova et al.,
2015)). With this in mind, the investigated alloy was prepared with microstructures distinctly distinguished by the grain size
and lattice dislocation density. The synchronous recording and comparison of the evolutions of the deforming stress and local
strain-rate field allowed for exploring the relationships between strain localization and stress serrations, on the one hand, and
the kinematics of nucleation and propagation of PLC bands, on the other hand.
2. Material and experimental procedure

Alloy with a chemical composition of Al-3 Mg (wt. %) was produced by semi-continuous casting. It also contained traces of
Fe, Si and Zn of 0.06, 0.04 and 0.03 wt. %, respectively. The ingots were subjected to homogenization annealing for 4 h at
500 �C and cooled with the furnace. Next, three different routes of thermomechanical processing were applied to produce
three different microstructure conditions:
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(i) Rectangular samples with dimensions of 40 mm � 120 mm � 200 mm were machined from the central part of the
ingots and rolled at ambient temperature with a total reduction of 70% providing a final thickness of ~4 mm. The rolled
sheets were annealed for 2 h at 400 �C to produce recrystallized microstructure. This material condition is denoted
hereafter as coarse-grained (CG);

(ii) Bars with dimensions of 20 mm � 20 mm � 100 mmwere machined from the central part of the ingots and subjected
to equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) via route BC, in which the samples were rotated by 90� along the same di-
rection between each pass (Valiev and Langdon, 2006). Two step pressing was used. The billets were initially pressed at
300 �C up to a total strain of ~8 and then at 200 �C up to a total true strain of ~4. This material condition is termed as
fine-grained (FG).

(iii) Billets subjected to ECAP as described in item (ii) were additionally cold rolled with a total reduction of 80% down to a
final thickness of ~4 mm using a two-roller mill. This material condition is denoted as severely strained (SS).

Tensile specimens with a 35-mm gauge length and 3 � 7 mm2 cross-section were cut in the most often used geometry
parallel to the last extrusion axis of the pressed billets and/or to the rolling direction of the sheets. Tensile tests were per-
formed at room temperature and initial strain rates of 1 �10�3 s�1 and 5 � 10�3 s�1 in a Zwick 1476 testing machine. Three
samples were tested for each set of conditions. A strain gauge extensometer with 0.5% accuracy of strain measurement was
applied to examine yielding behavior.

Digital image correlation (DIC) method was used to observe the PLC band kinematics because this technique provides a
good combination of high spatial resolution, large field of vision, and relatively high acquisition rate (see, e.g., (Cai et al.,
2016)). It consists in monitoring the evolution of a speckled sample surface during deformation, where the speckle is used
as a mesh for calculation of the local strain and strain-rate fields. It was deposited by delicate spraying black paint on awhite-
painted specimen surface. The digital camera allowed for recording images of the speckle with a rate of 15 frames/s and
spatial resolution about 25 pixels/mm. The calculationswere performed using Vic-2D software (detail of this technique can be
found, e.g., in (Cai et al., 2016)). The DIC system also provided a channel for recording the output signal of the testingmachine.
The accuracy of these measurements was relatively low but they served to synchronize the series of images with the
deformation curve recorded by the load cell. Such synchronization allowed for an accurate calculation of the velocity Vb of the
PLC bands which was measured as the rate of displacement of the position corresponding to the maximum local strain rate
within the band, _εloc.

Details of the structural characterization technique were reported in previous works (Mogucheva et al., 2016). Thin foils
were examined using a JEM-2100 transmission electron microscope (TEM) with a double-tilt stage and an accelerating po-
tential of 200 kV. The misorientations on the (sub)grain boundaries were studied using the orientation imaging microscopy
(OIM) with automated indexing of electron back scattering diffraction (EBSD) patterns using a FEI Nova NanoSEM scanning
electron microscope (SEM). The average grain size was evaluated from EBSD figures using the OIM software.

The investigation of the texture effect on the PLC instability goes beyond the scope of this paper andwill be an object of the
future work. This is partly justified by the fact that the Taylor factor M determining the material strengthening due to
accumulation of dislocations was found to be very close in all material conditions. Namely, the EBSD figures provided esti-
mates M ¼ 3.1 (CG, FG) and M ¼ 3.22 (SS). It is also worth noting that very insignificant effects of texture on jerky flow were
found up to now for Al-Mg (Eddahbi et al., 2012) or Al-Cu (B€ohlke et al., 2009) alloys that show relatively similar behaviors.
Qualitative changes were only reported for the particular case of Al-Li alloys (Shen et al., 2004). On the whole, although the
texture evolution caused by SPD of Al-based alloys has been investigated in the literature, there exist very few data on the
influence of texture on their jerky flow.

The dislocation density in the CG and FG material conditions was estimated by counting individual dislocations crossing
the thin foil surface, according to (Hirsh et al., 1965). In addition, the dislocation density in all three material conditions was
evaluated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) profile analysis using an ARL-Xtra diffractometer operated at 45 kV and 35mAwith CuKa
radiation. The value of the dislocation density r was calculated using the Williamson-Hall method (Williamson and Hall,
1953) from the average value of the crystallite size D, and microstrain ε, which are determined from XRD true peak broad-
ening. The following relationship was used for calculations (Williamson and Hall, 1953; Dini et al., 2010):

r ¼ 3
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p

ε

1 =

2

Db
; (1)

where b is the Burgers vector (b ¼ 2.86 � 10�10 m). The discrepancy between dislocation densities obtained by two methods
in the CG and FG conditions was negligible. Averaged values are given below for the dislocation density.

3. Results

3.1. Microstructure

Typical microstructures of the studied Al-3% Mg alloy in three different conditions are shown in Fig. 1 and quantified in
Table 1. Black and white lines on the misorientation maps indicate high-angle boundaries (HABs) (>15�) and low-angle
boundaries (LABs) (�15�), respectively. The microstructure of the CG alloy consists of coarse grains with approximately
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equiaxed shape (Fig. 1a). The lattice dislocation density is relatively low, as can be seen in the accompanying TEMmicrograph
in Fig. 1a0. Two structural components can be distinguished in the FG alloy (Fig. 1b). Average size of fine grains is ~2 mm; their
volume fraction is ~90%. Average size of coarse grains is ~20 mm. However, their volume fraction is only ~10%. Both types of
grains exhibit an elongated shape. TEM observations reveal that the LABs subdivide grains into crystallites having a round
shape and average size of ~460 nm. The dislocation density is considerably increased is comparison with the CG state
(Fig. 1b0). The subsequent extensive cold rolling affects insignificantly the grain size distribution and produces a very high
lattice dislocation density in the SS conditions (Fig. 1c and c0). On the whole, each microstructure condition is distinctly
distinguished by the lattice dislocation density. Besides, average grain size in the CG material is twenty times higher than in
the FG and SSmaterial. The part of HABs and averagemisorientation are nearly the same in all material conditions. In all cases,
grains are subdivided into subgrains by LABs. Most of LABs have misorientation less than 2�. As a result, the size of subgrains
revealed by TEM is twice as low as that calculated from EBSD data.
3.2. Influence of microstructure on deformation behavior

Typical engineering s-ε curves are presented in Fig. 2a for two strain rates and three material conditions. Fig. 2b shows
enlarged small-strain parts of s-ε curves recorded at _εa ¼ 5 � 10�3 s�1 using the strain gauge extensometer. The values of the
elastic limit (EL), s0.05, yield strength (YS), s0.2, ultimate tensile strength (UTS), sB, and elongation-to-failure, d, are sum-
marized in Table 2. The CG alloy exhibits mechanical behavior similar to other dilute Al-3%Mg alloys with grain size�30 mm in
recrystallized condition (Ait-Amokhtar and Fressengeas, 2010; Lebedkina et al., 2014; Jobba et al., 2015). Yielding occurs at a
Fig. 1. EBSD misorientation maps (aec) and TEM micrographs (a0-c0) of the Al-3% Mg alloy in coarse-grained (а,a0), fine-grained (b,b0) and severely strained (c,c0)
conditions.



Table 1
Microstructural characteristics (the fraction of high-angle boundaries, HABs, the average misorientation, Qav, the grain size, d, and the lattice dislocation
density, r) of the Al-3% Mg alloy in different conditions.

State HABs, % Qav, � d, mm r, m�2

CG 47 20.9 40 1.0 � 1013

FG 37 18.7 2 1.5 � 1014

SS 40 18.9 2 2.7 � 1015
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very low strain almost immediately after EL and is followed by a short yield plateau (Schwab and Ruff, 2013; Antolovich and
Armstrong, 2014). The values of ELz 70MPa and YSz 73 MPa are quite close and correspond to a relative discrepancy (s0.2-
s0.05)/s0.05 z 4%. The following deformation is characterized by pronounced strain hardening up to the onset of necking,
resulting in a very high sB/s0.2 ratio (Table 2). Therewith, sB is about 190MPa, i.e., necking starts at a relatively low stress. The
rate of strain hardening tends to decrease with increasing strain. Type A serrations with the maximum amplitude of ~4 MPa
can be distinguished on the deformation curves at both strain rates. The occurrence of plastic instability agrees with the fact
that the deformation curves of CG specimens systematically lie below their counterparts measured at lower strain rates.
Indeed, the negative strain-rate sensitivity (SRS) of the flow stress is a necessary condition of plastic instability.1

As can be seen in Fig. 2, grain refinement by ECAP leads to three-fold increases in the EL, up to 215 MPa, and YS, up to
235 MPa. In contrast to CG material, the elastoplastic transition displays a usual smooth shape resulting in a difference about
20 MPa between EL and YS, i.e., almost 7 times higher than the above value for the CG material. The flow stress rises steadily
with strain between the yield point and the necking stress but with a considerably lower work hardening rate than in the case
of CG alloy. The elongation-to-failure decreases approximately by half. It is worth noting that this decrease in ductility is
moderate in comparison with a four-fold decrease in the spread between UTS and YS. The UTS value varies from 250 to
270MPa. In general, FGmaterial also exhibits negative SRS, but this conclusion cannot be established unambiguously because
of a strong variation of the deforming stress between samples processed by ECAP. This ambiguity is illustrated by a pair of
deformation curves (FG) in Fig. 2a which both display plastic instability but show a higher deforming stress for the faster test.
The range of stress serration amplitudes is even higher than in CG material and reaches ~7 MPa. The FG alloy exhibits
qualitatively different behavior of instability which represents a mixture of different types described in Sec. 1. Two specific
morphologies of serrations were found for both strain rates. The example presented for _εa ¼ 5�10�3 s�1 displays a stair-case
shape characteristic of type D behavior. The other example represents a mixture of types A and B serrations.

Finally, additional cold rolling increases the yield stress up to ~400 MPa. The SS alloy exhibits the highest discrepancy of
~40 MPa between EL and YS. The UTS and YS values become very close and the ductility drops down to several percents, so
that extensive necking occurs soon after the onset of yielding. Negative SRS is clearly observed for all strains. However, it
occurs that jerky flow is effectively suppressed by such treatment so that an apparent steady-state flow is observed, at least,
before the onset of necking. The necking stage is in some cases accompanied with regular stress oscillations that have an
appearance similar to type C instability, in the sense that they occur below the envelope s-ε curve and can be quite deep, with
the maximum amplitude reaching ~10MPa. It is noteworthy that suppression of jerky flow by SPDwas recently reported for a
similar Al-3%Mg alloy (Lebedkina et al., 2014). Such an effect was produced solely by ECAP, i.e., without additional cold-
rolling. However, the ECAP treatment itself led to an increase in the yield strength up to ~400 MPa, i.e., to a similar
severely strained state.

In spite of the PLC instability associated with repetitive plastic flow localizations, it was verified that in all cases, the
maximum load corresponds to the Consid�ere strain for the onset of necking, which reflects the condition of the loss of
stability of a homogeneous plastic flow (Consid�ere, 1885). An example of such verification is provided in Fig. 3. To evaluate the
evolution of the work hardening exponent n vs. true strain, stress serrations were smoothed out by fitting significant portions
of deformation curves by 7th order polynomials. The intersections of n(εtrue)-curveswith the straight line n¼ εtrue correspond
to the Consid�ere strain. The large circles indicate the position of the maximum load. It can be seen that the respective points
practically coincide in the case of relatively smooth deformation curves observed in the SS alloy. Moreover, the correspon-
dence is approximately satisfied in two other cases, in spite of the uncertainty caused by the fitting of strongly serrated curves.
This behavior is different from that reported in Ref. (Kang et al., 2006) where jerky flow was observed to lead to premature
necking with regard to the Consid�ere condition. More specifically, in the present work, the absolute load maximum was
occasionally observed slightly before the Consid�ere strain when a serration was preceded by a strong rise in the load.
However, the Consid�ere condition was fulfilled for the averaged fitting curves.
1 More exactly, this statement concerns the steady-state SRS determined by the solute concentration established after completion of the transitory
processes following the change in the strain rate. This value should not be confused with the instantaneous SRS that is determined by the mechanism of
thermal activation of dislocations and is always positive (McCormick, 1988).



Fig. 2. (a) Examples of deformation curves of the Al-3% Mg alloy for three different microstructure conditions and two strain rate values indicated by arrows; (b)
initial portions of deformation curves for the strain rate of 5 � 10�3 s�1, obtained with the aid of a high-resolution extensometer.

Table 2
Mechanical properties (the elastic limit, s0.05, the yield strength, s0.2, the ultimate tensile strength, sB, and the elongation-to-failure, d) of the Al-3% Mg alloy
tested at a strain rate of 5 � 10�3 s�1 in different microstructure conditions.

State s0.05, MPa s0.2, MPa s0.2/s0.05 sB, MPa sB/s0.2 d, %

CG 70 73 1.04 195 2.67 38.0
FG 215 235 1.09 270 1.15 18.0
SS 360 400 1.11 410 1.03 10.5

Fig. 3. Examples of evolution of the work hardening exponent n vs. true strain εtrue. Large circles indicate the position of the maximum load. _εa ¼ 5 � 10�3 s�1.
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3.3. PLC band behavior

The overall spatiotemporal behavior of the CG alloy agrees with the literature data on similar alloys. At the same time, the
DIC technique allowed for getting new information on the strain geometry associated with deformation bands, as described
below. As an example, strain-rate maps characterizing various deformation stages and the corresponding regions of the time-
load curve of a specimen in CG condition are presented in Figs. 4e7. Fig. 8a illustrates the evolution of the band velocity
alongside with the true strain�true stress curve for the same specimen.

The yield plateau is related to nucleation and fast propagation of a deformation band from one specimen edge to the other
(Fig. 4), in agreement with the generally accepted Lüders mechanism (Schwab and Ruff, 2013; Antolovich and Armstrong,
2014). The first two frames seize the process of progressive nucleation of the band. This observation might explain the
absence of a yield tooth that is known to often precede the Lüders plateau. The second frame clearly shows that the area of



Fig. 4. Strain-rate map demonstrating propagation of a deformation band during the yield plateau in a CG sample tested at 5 � 10�3 s�1. The time interval
corresponds to the rectangle in the bottom plot which shows the instants on the time-force curve when the images were taken. To provide the maximum
contrast, the color scale was determined independently for each frame, based on the instantaneous maximum and minimum strain-rate values. For quantitative
comparison, the corresponding maximum values are indicated over each frame. The time instants are given underneath.
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localized deformation has a concave shape. Its central part, corresponding to the highest _εloc values, displays a rounded
contour. Although this aspect is less pronounced after complete formation of the deformation band, it can be recognized on all
images. As awhole, the area of localized deformation is oriented horizontally, not as the usual representation of Lüders bands
in the form of inclined plane-parallel bands corresponding to deformation by simple shear (Schwab and Ruff, 2013;
Antolovich and Armstrong, 2014). The maximum _εloc is only four times higher than the applied strain rate. That is, the
localization of plastic flow is low in comparison with the PLC bands (cf. (Ait-Amokhtar et al., 2006)). The last three frames
capture the plastic flow homogenization after the band passage through the specimen. Indeed, they demonstrate delocal-
ization of the high local strain rate zone, in the sense that the area of intense color spreads all over the sample while the
maximum _εloc value decreases towards _εa.

Further strain hardening stage is characterized by continuous propagation of bands associated with type A serrations (Figs.
5 and 6) (Halim et al., 2007; Ait-Amokhtar et al., 2006). In most cases, especially at low strains (Fig. 5), bands are nucleated
near one specimen end and escape at the other end. Simultaneous occurrence of two deformation bands in different cross-
sections was also observed. However, a transition from continuous to relay-race propagation, which if often reported for large
strains (e.g., (Schwab and Ruff, 2013)), was not observed for the studied specimens. The bands observed at low strains have a
usual plane shape corresponding to simple shear. They are inclined approximately at a 60� angle from the tensile axis, as can
be seen in Fig. 5 during the time interval from 21 s to 21.8 s. However, they can turn symmetrically during propagation
through the specimen. Importantly, this process does not occur as an abrupt flip but seems to involve a competition between
two shear orientations, as particularly well seen at t ¼ 21.9 s. The band shape becomes similar to that observed on the yield
plateau in Fig. 4. This aspect is intensified in the course of deformation, as illustrated in Fig. 6. It can also be seen in Figs. 5 and
6 that work hardening leads to a gradual decrease in average band velocity (cf. Fig. 8a) and width, while the local strain rate
within the band is increased, thus testifying to a stronger strain localization. At large strains (Fig. 6), the ratio _εloc= _εa exceeds
10. For a plane-parallel band moving with a constant rate, the following relationships stem from geometrical consideration
(cf., e.g., (Feng et al., 2012)): εbVb ¼ _εbw ¼ V , where εb and _εb are the deformation band strain and strain rate, w denotes its
width, and V is the mobile grip velocity. Although w is not a well-defined characteristic because of the varying shape of
deformation bands, these relationships are approximately verified for the data obtained. Deviations from these equalities can
be caused by moving away from such an ideal case. Indeed, the estimates of the product _εlocw for the maximum _εloc values in



Fig. 5. Strain-rate map showing propagation of a type A PLC band in a CG sample on an early deformation stage. _εa ¼ 5 � 10�3 s�1.

Fig. 6. Example of slowing down of the PLC band that acquires a persistent concave shape after significant deformation of the CG sample at 5 � 10�3 s�1.
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Fig. 7. Example of the deformation band localization during necking. The same sample as in Figs. 4e6.
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Figs. 4e6 agree verywell with the grip velocity in the case of theweak strain localization in the Lüders band but render almost
twice as high values for the data of Fig. 6. This increase testifies to strain localization strengthening within the deformation
band.

Fig. 8a bears evidence that the evolution of the band velocity follows a unique approximately linear strain dependence all
over the deformation curve. It can be suggested that in spite of the quantitative changes illustrated above, the dynamical
mechanism governing the PLC band kinematics remains the same at different stages of work hardening. The final necking
retains a sense of continuity with the above-described trends. It correlates with the termination of the propagation mode
which is substituted with strain localization in a restricted area over which the deformation band performs slowmovements
forth and back (Fig. 7). Surprisingly, the data of Fig. 8a testify that Vb does not vanish at the Consid�ere strain but the prop-
agation persists up to the position of the maximum true stress. More exactly, the band can still move over a distance of
3e10mm after reaching the Consid�ere strain. It should also be underlined that after the band immobilization, the _εloc= _εa ratio
remains unchanged, i.e., about 10, in contrast to the well-known immobile deformation bands responsible for type C
deformation curves, for which this factor is usually higher by two orders of magnitude (Ait-Amokhtar et al., 2006). The
observed pattern of static bands alternates between two symmetrical orientations corresponding to a relatively plane contour
of the deformation band. During the intermediate period, the strain localization area becomes virtually horizontal, with a
concave outer contour and a rounded central part, as sketched in Fig. 9. The entire process thus includes reversal bending of
the necking region. In contrast to the band propagation mode which on average produces uniform straining and the same
reduction of the cross-section area all over the gage length of the specimen, the strain localization in a narrow region results
in strong necking, visible with a naked eye, and fracture after several cycles depicted in Fig. 7.

In spite of the changes in stress serration patterns upon ECAP treatment (see Fig. 2), the main features of the PLC band
kinematics in FG material deformed at high strain rate are similar to those in CG alloy, as illustrated in Figs. 10 and 11. First of
all, quasi-continuous propagation of deformation bands is observed all over the deformation curve. More specifically, weak
strain heterogeneity starts forming during elastoplastic transition as a diffuse area with _εloc slightly exceeding _εa (not shown
here). A well-defined PLC band appears at the yield point. Similar to the CG case, _εloc increases during the test; the _εlocw
product is close to V at small strains and considerably increases towards the UTS; Vb decreases linearly with strain and does
not completely vanish at the onset of necking (Fig. 8b); the further band immobilization during necking is associated with the
strain localization geometry explained above in terms of the reversal bending. Quantitative comparison indicates that grain
refinement reinforces localization of plastic deformation and reduces the mobility of PLC bands, in conformity with a certain



Fig. 8. Evolution of the band velocity Vb (symbols) and true strain�true stress curves for the specimens of Figs. 4e7 (CG), Figs. 10 and 11 (FG), and Figs. 12e13 (SS).
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tendency to type B deformation curves. In particular, bands propagate over shorter distances in FG material. Vb and w are
lower and _εloc is higher than in the CG state. As a matter of example, the maximum Vb-value is reduced by a factor of two.
Finally, the stronger strain localization agrees with the observation that consecutive deformation bands propagate in reverse
directions (see Fig. 10), which is also considered as a sign of type B behavior, whereas type A bands tend to propagate in the
same direction (Ait-Amokhtar and Fressengeas, 2010). On the other hand, the comparison of Fig. 8a and b shows that the
slopes of the Vb(εtrue)-dependences are very close for CG and FG alloys, in conformity with the insensitivity of these de-
pendences to the work hardening during the tensile test.



Fig. 9. Schematic representation of reversal bending in the necking region.

Fig. 10. Example of a deformation band propagation in a FG sample tested at 5 � 10�3 s�1.
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The shape of deformation bands displayed in Fig. 10 deserves special attention. In comparison with the CG material, PLC
bands observed after ECAP are relatively narrow from the beginning of plastic flow and clearly show plane geometry cor-
responding to shear deformation at an angle about 50� to the tensile axis. Their width comprises 4e5 mm, which is similar to
the width of deformation bands in CG samples close to the UTS (Fig. 6), and does not visibly change during the test. This well-
defined geometry helps one observe that the reversion of the propagation direction takes place through slowing down of the
moving band and nucleation of a conjugate band oriented symmetrically, as shown in the frame at t ¼ 9.49 s (cf. (Halim et al.,
2007)). This virtually immobile configuration is unstable. The next frame illustrates that one of the bands is strengthened at
the expense of its counterpart and the propagation resumes. The period of the competition between two bands or, more
generally, slowing down and resuming the band propagation, corresponds to visible stress fluctuations on the deformation
curve. Importantly, the clear observation of the intersection of two conjugate bands confirms the scheme suggested in Fig. 9 to
explain the concave shape of strain localization areas in Figs. 4e7 (see also Fig. 11) in terms of a competition between two
deformation bands with “shear” orientation.



Fig. 11. Localized deformation band resulting in neck formation in the FG sample of Fig. 10.
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Figs. 12 and 13 illustrate spatiotemporal behavior of plastic flow of SS material at the same applied strain rate. It can be
seen that the main features underlined above, i.e., the deformation band propagation mode before necking (Fig. 12) and static
strain localization during necking (Fig. 13), remain valid in this case, too. The quantitative trends also persist. Namely, Vb is
further reduced in comparison with the FG alloy, in line with the Vb reduction upon ECAP as compared with the CG material.
Some decrease in Vb (see Fig. 8c) and increase in _εloc with straining can be detected, although the drastically decreased
ductility does not allow for establishing the Vb(εtrue)-dependence (a straight line is provided as a guide for the eye).

Finally, visualization of the deformation band kinematics sheds light on the occurrence of stress oscillations during
necking at _εa ¼ 10�3 s�1. The pattern shown in Fig. 14 is qualitatively similar to those of Figs. 7, 11 and 13. One of its essential
features is a persistent concave shape testifying to a competition between two conjugate shear bands (see Fig. 9). Similar to
the previous cases, the necking region undergoes reversal bending reflected in the alternation of the dominant band
orientation. However, in contrast to the above-described patterns, the degree of strain localization strongly fluctuates in
Fig. 14. Approaching the stress peak proceeds along with the deformation band shrinkage and a five-fold increase in _εloc. This
high-rate plastic deformation results in fast drops in stress and _εloc, as well as deformation band widening. The _εloc value
alternates between 3�10�1 s�1 and 5�10�2 s�1. This interval corresponds to a variation of the _εloc= _εa ratio from30 to 5. Thus,
the stress oscillations are associated with the alternating localization and delocalization of plastic deformation. It is note-
worthy that in spite of the visual resemblance between these stress oscillations and type C serrations, the spatiotemporal
pattern uncovers significant differences. Indeed, type C deformation bands correspond to very short and intense strain lo-
calizations alternating with long periods of virtually uniform plastic deformation of the entire specimen. In contrast, the
deformation band shown in Fig.14 is present in each image and corresponds to a relatively low _εloc= _εa ratio (cf. (Ait-Amokhtar
et al., 2006)).

4. Discussion

Mechanical tests show that SPD leads to radical modifications in the plasticity and fracture properties of the dilute Al-Mg
alloy investigated in the present paper. Whereas the CG alloy displays a yield plateau followed by type A stress serrations in
the studied range of high strain rates, the yield plateau disappears and themorphology of the deformation curves is altered by
the SPD. More exactly, a mixture of types A, B and D serrations is observed after ECAP; smooth curves are found after sub-
sequent cold rolling. These results could make think of possible changes in the dynamical mechanism of the PLC effect upon
severe plastic deformation. Surprisingly, visualization of spatiotemporal behavior of deformation bands testifies to the same



Fig. 12. Formation and propagation of a single deformation band determining the plasticity and fracture of a SS sample tested at 5 � 10�3 s�1.

Fig. 13. Localized deformation band resulting in neck formation in the SS sample of Fig. 12.
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Fig. 14. Oscillatory behavior during necking of a SS samples deformed at 1 � 10�3 s�1.
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underlying dynamical mechanism associated with the deformation band propagation. Besides the similarity of the local
strain-rate maps, this conjecture is corroborated by the observation of a unique dependence describing the evolution of the
band velocity during deformation of materials in different initial conditions. It can be suggested that the qualitative differ-
ences in jerky flow are caused by the effect of the material strengthening on the mobility of the PLC deformation bands, be it
due to a preliminary SPD processing or work hardening during the test.

To illustrate possible scenarios, let us consider a specific example presented in Fig.12 which helps one understand how the
similar band kinematics can be associated with different morphologies of deformation curves, smooth in this case (SS alloy)
and serrated in either CG or FG conditions. It can be seen that the entire test corresponds to the propagation and ultimate
immobilization of a single deformation band. The first five frames demonstrate its gradual development during the elasto-
plastic transition. The band occurs in the form of a round area near one specimen side and expands to the opposite side. At the
same time, the maximum local strain rate within the band increases by a factor of five. The yield point is associated with the
completion of the transformation of the localized strain area to a plane deformation band. The whole pattern is analogous to
the nucleation andmotion of a Lüders band (cf. Fig. 4). Since Vb and _εloc do not change abruptly but evolve continuously during
the band motion, the deformation curve is smooth and only demonstrates slight fluctuations. In contrast, the nucleation of
subsequent bands or discontinuities in their propagation gives rise to macroscopic stress serrations in the cases of CG and FG
alloys.

The data obtained also shed light on the relationship between the PLC instability and necking, i.e., the general phe-
nomenon associated with the formation of a localized immobile PLC band leading to fracture of a ductile material. On the one
hand, according to Figs. 3 and 8, the necking condition and the evolution of the PLC band velocity are both controlled by the
evolution of the work hardening but are not directly related to each other. On the other hand, the entirety of strain-rate maps
show that fracture takes place in the section where the last PLC band has been immobilized. It follows that in the presence of
strain localization caused by the PLC instability, the intense plastic flowwithin the slowing down PLC band influences on the
necking development and helps stabilize and form band of the ultimate localized deformation (cf. (Kang et al., 2006)). This
conjecture can again be illustrated by the previous example. Indeed, an essential difference between the SS alloy and other
conditions is that the deformation bandmoves over a short distance about one fourth of the specimen gage length. Therefore,
whereas average deformation of CG and FG samples is roughly uniform because the deformation bands propagate through
the entire specimen, the SS samples exhibit no true uniform elongation. As the deformation band provides the major
contribution to plastic strain, an essential part of the specimen remains virtually undeformed, except for an insignificant
strain accumulated due to more uniform deformation during the elastoplastic transition. The low ductility of SS samples can
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thus be associated with the restricted mobility of the PLC band, which results in an extreme strain heterogeneity and pre-
mature termination of the band propagation. This logic also applies to explain the lower ductility of FG samples as compared
with CG material.

The results obtained can be rationalized in the following framework. Two competing processes occur during mechanical
tests. First, strain hardening stems from the increasing dislocation density. It proceeds in a localized manner in the case of
plastic instability because strain localizationwithin PLC bands locally hardens the material by increasing the local dislocation
density. However, the PLC band propagation from one specimen end to the other one raises the dislocation density in the
entire volume of the sample and provides uniform deformation on average. Second, as testified by the observation of the
negative strain rate sensitivity in all three microstructural conditions, the alloy undergoes strain-rate softening, in agreement
with the DSAmechanism of the PLC effect. It is the strain-rate softening that causes the formation of PLC bands characterized
by a local strain rate significantly exceeding the applied value. In other words, strain hardening is a stabilizing factor while
strain-rate softening gives rise to plastic instability. It follows that the band propagation velocity and the degree of the local
strain-rate increment are concurrent factors, in the sense that the decreasing mobility of the PLC band is accompanied by the
increasing local strain rate within it (Brechet et al., 1996). Finally, it needs be specified that the onset of plasticity involves
strain softening phenomenon due to breakthrough of statically aged dislocations from solute clouds. This phenomenon is
usually applied to explain the propagation of a Lüders band during the yield plateau (Schwab and Ruff, 2013; Antolovich and
Armstrong, 2014).

The effect of the initial microstructure state on the PLC band behavior can then be attributed to changing the conditions of
the competition between the strain hardening and strain-rate softening. It is known that the failure of Al-3%Mg alloys occurs
when the dislocation density approaches locally the critical value r~1015 m�2 corresponding to the dislocation spacing about
10 nm (Jobba et al., 2015; Park and Niewczas, 2008). In the CG state, the initial dislocation density is two orders of magnitude
lower than the critical value. Estimates of the dislocation strengthening2 using r-values from Table 1 provide a value sd
~17 MPa that only comprises about 23% of s0.2 (see Table 2). On the one hand, the low initial dislocation density makes
possible the occurrence of a yield plateau through propagation of a deformation band into the initially “soft”material. On the
other hand, the low dislocation density makes the material prone to strain hardening. Besides, the _εloc= _εa ratio is relatively
small at the beginning of deformation. Respectively, Vb is quite high (Fig. 8), although it decreases in the course of deformation
alongwith the strain hardening rate (see also below). The initial dislocation density is increased 15 times upon ECAP (Table 1).
One consequence is that it prevents from the formation of a Lüders band upon reaching the elastic limit. Accordingly, the yield
stress is observed to exceed the elastic limit significantly, which can be explained by the need of high internal stresses in order
to warrant the nucleation and propagation of a deformation band. At the same time, the grain refinement provides an
important contribution to the material strengthening (sd/s0.2 ~ 28% remains relatively low) so that the FG alloy displays a
lower capacity to work harden (Fig. 2) and the _εloc= _εa ratio attains a factor of 10 in the very first PLC band (Fig. 10). Therefore,
the balance between two factors is shifted, which might explain the two-fold decrease in the deformation band velocity. In
the SS alloy, the initial dislocation density approaches the critical range (sd/s0.2 ~ 73%). Consequently, this material is not
susceptible to strain hardening and PLC behavior is controlled by the local strain-rate softening. A single nearly stationary PLC
band slowly evolves after yielding and the localization of plastic deformation leads to an early fracture (cf. (Cai et al., 2016)).

The shapes of the deformation curves of CG and FG samples reflect the fact that the ability of the Al-Mg alloy to strain
hardening diminishes when the strain increases and the dislocation density grows towards the critical value. Consequently, Vb

decreases during the test and the PLC bands lose their mobility and considerably slow down close to the Consid�ere strain. An
immobilized PLC band eventually serves to form the ultimate localized shear band. Therewith, the reversal bending due to the
repetitive occurrence of a conjugated band prevents from resuming the band propagation and, therefore, promotes pre-
mature fracture. To summarize, the proposed scheme allows for discussing the role of the strain localization caused by the PLC
instability in the ultimate necking and explaining the effect of SPD on the ductility of the Al-Mg alloy. It should be however
noted that this scheme only considers the work hardening controlled by the evolution of the dislocation density and dis-
regards other contributions to the material strengthening (see, e.g., (Bazarnik et al., 2012)). Therefore, it does not provide an
interpretation of the large difference between the necking/fracture stresses for three material conditions.

5. Conclusions

1. The Al-3% Mg alloy with grain sizes and lattice dislocation density of, respectively, 40 mm and 1013 m�2 (CG material)
exhibits type A stress serrations at _ε � 1 �10�3 s�1 and ambient temperature. The FG alloy (2 mm; 1.5 � 1014 m�2) displays
more complex behavior comprising a mixture of type A, B, and D serrations. The SS alloy (2 mm; 2.7 � 1015 m�2) exhibits
smooth plastic flow. Surprisingly, all these types of behavior are associated with the same dynamical mechanism con-
sisting in the propagation of deformation bands. The PLC band velocity shows qualitatively similar dependence on the true
strain during deformation of differently processed materials. Moreover, due to large elongation before fracture of CG and
FG alloys, it was established that this dependence is described by a similar linear decreasing function for both material
2 The dislocation strengthening was estimated as sd ¼ MaGbr0:5 where a is a constant (0.24 for fcc metalls) and G is the shear modulus of aluminum (25.
4 GPa).
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conditions. The qualitative differences between patterns of stress serrations can be rationalized in terms of the effect of
microstructure parameters on the deformation band mobility.

2. The CG alloy exhibits a short yielding plateau associated with the nucleation and fast propagation of a deformation band.
In contrast to the usual representation of Lüders bands corresponding to shear deformation in an inclined plane (Schwab
and Ruff, 2013; Antolovich and Armstrong, 2014), this band is oriented normally to the tensile axis, which may be due to
coexistence of two wide conjugate bands. In the FG and SS materials, the first deformation band starts developing after
reaching the elastic limit. The yield point is attributed to the formation of a well-defined PLC band.

3. The highest velocity of the PLC band propagation and the lowest local strain rate within the band are observed in the CG
alloy exhibiting the highest ductility. The grain refinement and the increasing dislocation density strongly increase the
deforming stress level and decrease the work hardening capacity of the material. These changes in the microstructure
state result in lower band velocities and higher local strain-rate values within the deformation band.

4. In spite of the presence of the PLC instability associated with repetitive plastic flow localizations, the onset of necking
corresponds well to the Consid�ere strain that reflects the condition of the loss of stability of a homogeneous plastic flow. At
the same time, the development of the neck is closely related to the loss of mobility of the PLC band. More exactly, the
intense plastic flowwithin the slowing down PLC band serves to form the ultimate localized shear band. In particular, the
low ductility of the SS alloy is observed together with a low mobility of the PLC band which does not propagate through
the entire specimen length. The displacement of the band along the tensile axis, which characterizes the strain hardening
stage, is substituted by a process consisting in a repeated growth and collapse of two deformation bands developing in two
non-coplanar directions and alternating with each other. Such alternation produces reversal bending in the necked region.
Stress oscillations resembling type C behavior are sometimes observed during necking of SS samples. Such oscillations are
caused by periodic variations in the degree of localization of plastic deformationwithin the pair of conjugate deformation
bands.
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